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Of Tea Leaves and Wings
By: Rowdy White
Various organizations publish population estimates and forecasts for many different game species. For example,
state and federal agencies use various methods to estimate 350 million mourning doves across the United States,
4 million white-tailed deer in Texas, and various quail researchers (Quail-Tech included) are able to offer predictions for bobwhite populations. For the average reader, it can be difficult to see the difference between a biologist with a population model, and a fortune teller reading people’s fortunes from tea leaves in the bottom of a
cup. However, unlike the fortune teller, if we have reliable data, apply it carefully to the proper estimator, and
remember that as George Box said, “all models are wrong; some are useful,” we can arrive at some information
rooted in facts which can guide our management decisions. In quail management, we use several types of data,
including: fall covey counts, mark-recapture of banded birds, and age ratios from both capture and harvest data.
Today, we will discuss age ratios, and what our most recent data suggests.
In Northern bobwhites, a lot of information can be gained by simply counting the number of juvenile and adult
birds encountered in the field. Juvenile bobwhites have primary covert feathers with a bit of buff color at the
tips. These small feathers are the feathers that overlay the primary flight feathers on the outer wing. After the
first molting, these buffed tipped feathers will be replaced by coverts of a solid color. When we ask our anchor
ranches to save a wing from each harvested bird, the presence or absence of this lighter color is what we are
looking for. Using the ratio of juvenile to adult bobwhites, (the number of juveniles divided by the number of
adults) we can make some predictions of current bobwhite survival rates, reproduction output, and limited predictions of population trends.
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There are two ways we collect this information: data from birds we trap, and from wings hunters give us during
the season. Hunter harvested wing data is slightly skewed, because young birds are more likely to get shot than
adult birds, but knowing this bias allows us to somewhat account for it. The data discussed below is from live
captured bobwhites, which may remove this bias.

Figure 1 Adult bobwhite with solid color on primary covert feathers
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Figure 2: Juvenile bobwhite with buff color on end of primary covert
feathers.
In the Rolling Plains ecoregion of Texas, a juvenile/adult ratio of 3.5 is considered to produce stable populations.
Simply put, there needs to be at least 3.5 juveniles for every adult bobwhite to offset the various mortality factors bobwhites face. The following chart compares call count data and age ratios for one of our anchor ranches:
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Table 1: Comparison of spring bobwhite age ratio (J/A) to Fall call count data, from a
single ranch on the western Rolling Plains of Texas, 2014-2017
Ranch

2014

2015

2016

2017

Fall Call Count

8.33

9.50

10.75

7.72

Spring Age Ratio (J/A)

2.72

4.97

3.87

1.85

The chart above shows that this ranch’s data mostly follows the 3.5 rule (less than 3.5 age ratio equals declining
population, more than 3.5 equals increasing population.) However, 2014 violated the “rule.” The 8.33 birds heard
per point in 2014 represents an increase of 2 coveys per point from 2013, but the age ratio data (2.72) would
suggest a decline should have happened. One possible explanation is variation in observer detection abilities (old
ears tend to hear less well than young ears) or that particular morning was a little windier than in other years.
Again, “all models are wrong; some are useful.” In subsequent years, the age ratio and call count data closely
matched.
Now we have established that age ratios may provide at least a general prediction of population trends (outside
extenuating circumstances), let’s examine some of our age ratio data of trapped bobwhites from late summer of
this year:
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Table 2: Bobwhite age ratio data from two ranches in the western Rolling
Plains of Texas, late summer/early fall 2017
Age Ratio (J/A)

Overall

Ranch 1

Ranch 2

0.75

0.44

1.00

This data has several caveats:
1. The sample size is fairly small (n=170) and the literature suggests at least 200 individuals are needed to build
confidence for age ratio data.
2. This trapping data is from August through November, so any late hatches may have been missed (and very
young bobwhites may be able to escape our traps).
However, even if we consider these data only as a crude model, they generally agree with our fall call count data,
which will be discussed in an upcoming e-bulletin. While our data for the eastern portion of the Rolling Plains is
less dire, ranches on the western edge of the Rolling Plains should brace for some amount of decline in bobwhite
populations, and adjust management decisions accordingly. The goal should be to maximize the number of birds
who live to produce successful nests next year, and to provide enough cover for those nests. Some possible actions include: reducing harvest goals, adjusting grazing levels if needed, and by broadcasting supplemental feeding into the vegetation. See our prior newsletters concerning supplemental feeding if you are not familiar with
this technique.
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It should be noted that due to the fickle distribution of rain and different management goals between ranches, it
is possible some ranches will not see the declines forecasted by these data, while others may. As we receive
more hunter collected data from across the Rolling Plains this season we will continue to update you.

